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and community conflict in Haiti 
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Summary Haiti's current political system and political behaviour are completely 
at odds with the objectives of sustainable development. While the current political 
turmoil can be viewed as but the latest in a long history of tyrannical regimes, 
nevertheless the conditions of impoverishment and ecological crises appeared to 
have worsened during the military rule following the coup of 1991. In the discourse 
of sustainable development in the Caribbean, Haiti has provided a doomsday 
scenario; a country representing all that is to be avoided if the objectives of 
development are ever meant to be the goal. The paper shows that the entrenched 
attitudes and perceptions of the use of power and rights of access to resources of 
all kinds, reflect the overriding national polarisation in the power structure. Thus 
at both national and local community levels, initiatives towards sustainable 
development in Haiti are continually thwarted. Development programmes are 
launched and come to nothing. Each time Sisyphus (representing Haiti's mobilized 
civil society organisations) gets close to the top of the hill, the forces in the society 
push Sisyphus back down. 
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Introduction: sustainable development under a military coup 

In recent decades, to couple the phrase ' sustainable development' with 'Haiti' has been 
to create a linkage of oxymoronic proportions. This oxymoronic configuration was 
particularly the case over the period of September 1991 to October 1994, when the 
country was racked by the violence, terror, chaos, and mayhem of a vicious military coup 
d 'etat, and subsequently burdened by international trade sanctions meant to bring down 
those responsible for the coup, but in actuality hurting primarily the coup's victims. The 
only development seen during this period was among the assets of the military and its 
allies: Certainly, one has to wonder to what extent even that kind of development, based 
upon extortion, contraband, drug-trafficking and other manifestations of the abuse of 
power, is sustainable! 

Even before the coup d'etat of 1991, Haiti was undoubtedly the poorest country of 
the Americas. In 1990, for example, overall GNP was estimated at US$320. In rural areas, 
where approximately 70 percent of Haitians reside, th~ figure was US$125. This 
spectacularly uneven distribution of the country's wealth was underscored by the fact 
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that some 65,000 Haitians, or one percent of the population, received from 50-60 percent 
of the GNP, whereas five million Haitians, or 77 percent of the pop\llation, lived in 
absolute poverty. generally unable to meet minimal caloric consumption requirements 
for human beings. 

Pre-coup social indicators equally reflect the poverty of most Hai tians and the polar 
distinctions between rich and poor that characterize the country. Life expectancy in 1990 
was 55 years; infant mortality stood pt 117 per 1,000 births. Thirty three percent of the 
nation's children were considered seriously malnourished; 70 percent of all children 
suffered some degree of malnutrition. Each doctor served an average of 8,200 citizens. 
By contrast, Haiti had one soldier for every 928 citizens. Estimated illiteracy ranged from 
65 to 85 percent of the population. Primary school enrollment was 78 percent nationwide; 
only 34 percent in rural areas. A mere 18 percent of eligible students were enrolled in 
secondary schools. 

Pre-coup figures on the distribution of services also mirror both Haiti's under
development and its polarization. Whereas the already low figure of only 38 percent of 
the total population had access to piped water, only 16 percent of the rural population 
had access. Similar low percentages characterized the availability and distribution of 
electricity. In a country notorious for frequent and long blackouts, only 10percent of the 
total population had any access to electricity. Forty five percent of the population of 
Port-au-Prince enjoyed this sporadic luxury, whereas 3 percent of the rest of the 
population had electricity. 

The poverty, underdevelopment, and polarization that characterized Haiti in the 
pre-coup period was reflected in the well-being, or rather the lack thereof, of the country's 
environment. Four statistics will suffice. While only 28 percent of the mostly moun
tainous country is classified as cultivable, 46 percent of its surface is under cultivation, 
mostly by small farmers whose average farm size is 2 .9 acres. Given this fact. it should 
come as no surprise that the equivalent of approximately 10,000 ha. of topsoi l erodes 
annually.1 

Not surprisingly, these already dire indicators of Haiti 's impoverishment and 
underdevelopment became worse during the military ' s rule of terror. A journalist's 
account wriaen following the mid-October 1994 restoration of Hai ti's democratic 
govemment provides a glimpse of that decline: 

'More than two-thirds of the population is unemployed. and just one 
in four adults knows how to read. Three-fourths of the children are 
undernourished, and the Agency for International Development 
sees an annual food shortage of 740 million pounds- about 110 
pounds for every Haitian. Per capita income has plunged 25 percent 
in the last two years, to less than $250, the lowest in the hemisphere.' 
(Greenhouse, 1994) 

Beyond doubt, Haiti is in dire need of reform and development policies and 
programmes that can ensure sustained progress in such key areas as democratic institu
tion-building and state accountability to ci tizens, equal justice for all under law, equitable 
economic growth, social equity, and sound resource use, management, and recuperation. 
Under the military, such policies and programmes were, at best, waiting in the wings for 
a time when the crosshairs of automatic weapons and the blades of machetes were not 
automatical ly aimed at the individuals and organizations seektng to carry them out. In 
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the post-coup period, they will have a chance for enacunent and success only if root 
causes of Haiti's underdevelopment are confronted and lessons learned during the coup 
are taken into account. 

ln the discourse on sustainable development in the Caribbean and throughout the 
world in recent years, Haiti has offered a doomsday scenario: a country representing all 
that is to be avoided as it sank deeper and deeper into a development abyss; and a country 
whose leaders care less, intent on their short-term vision of consolidation of power and 
personal economic gain. But Haiti is neither the lost cause nor the 'basketcase' some 
would have us believe. Hope remains, in a country which only a few years ago was 
heralded as a rare example worldwide, where an organized civil society composed of 
urban and rural grassroots groups, professional associations, and trade unions had 
achieved national importance in effecting social, economic, and political change (During, 
1989a; Maguire, 1995). 

There should be no doubt that the coup that deposed Haiti's first democratically
elected President, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, and his government was aimed as equally at 
that government as it was at the civil society organizations that were instrumental in its 
election. There also should be no misunderstanding that the rural development and 
peasant organizations, neighbourhood and community associations, trade unions, and 
literacy, pro-democracy, students' and women's groups that elected Aristide and his 
government, while eclipsed in late 1991 by state-sponsored terror, have emerged from 
the coup largely intact 

In view of the tremendous attention, especially in the United States and Haiti's 
most immediate neighbours, such as Jamaica, that was given to the approximately 65,000, 
mostly poor, Haitians who attempted to flee their country by boat while themilitaryruled, 
it is easy to forget that relatively few Haitians fled the coup's terror. Many more Haitians 
were displaced internally during the coup, seeking refuge from the military's excesses. 
Several highly credible human rights organizations have estimated that number at 
300,000 (National Coalition for Haitian Refugees; et al., 1994). Of Haiti's 7 million 
inhabitants, the vast majority of them remained in their land during the nightmare of 
recidivistic military rule. They, and the many boatpeople who have relUrned, now seek 
the full re-institution of constitutionally-guaranteed freedoms of assembly and expres
sion, and an environment free from terror and full of respect for human rights. This is 
required so that they can resume their own activities seeking sustainable change in the 
key political, economic, social, and environmental areas mentioned above. 

Countervailing forces 

For Haiti to move beyond its present development abyss and·be able to make desperately 
needed, sustained progress in political, economic, social, and environmental develop
ment, a geographical perspective helps enlighten. In addition to the discipline's concern 
with people-land relationships, geographers also focus on the relationships among 
people in the space they occupy. This is particularly useful since sustainable development 
is not achieved through the application of technology and the execution of man-to-land 
programmes alone (Yapa, 1993; Maguire, 1991). Key to an analysis of human social, 
economic, and1Joliticalre1ationships in the Haitian space is an examination of emerging 
civil society organizations. 
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In general, mobilized civil society organizations, worldwide and in Haiti, are 
pragmatic pressure groups that seek to achieve three main, priority membership concerns: 

1. Improved economic opportuni(y; 
2. Enhanced access to resources and wiser resource management; 
3. A voice in policy debate and determination. (During, 1989b) 
Two telling statistics of demography and income distribution in Haiti, outlined 

a bove, and one statistic relating to public expenditure, help to inform of the priorities in 
these three key areas for groups that compose Haiti's mobilized civil society. First, Haiti 
remains a largely rural-based country of small-scale farmers and their families. Unique 
to the Americas, its rural-to-urban split favours tbe former, with some 70 percent of the 
population living in villages, small towns, and extended family settlements called 
abitasyons scattered over the mostly rugged, mountainous terrain. While surely, Haiti's 
peasantry has suffered from decades of neglect and abuse, it remains the country's 
demographic, social, and economic cornerstone. Since the ousting from power of 
Jean-Claude Duvalier in 1986, the peasantry has emerged as a significant political force. 

Second, Haiti's annual per capita income, as low as it is, does not reflect the actual 
dire poverty of the vast majority of the nation's inhabitants. Rural Haitians earn less than 
half the average national GNP, now estimated at US$250. This difference, accounted for 
by the fact that about one percent of the population controls from 50-60 percent of the 
country's GNP, has created a severely fragmented society between rich and very poor. 
Recall, some three quarters of all Haitians exist in absolute poverty, frequently unable to 
attain the daily minimal caloric intake required for human survival. The stark contrast 
between rich and poor is not unnoticed by those barely surviving. 

Third, approximately 80 percent of the national budget, some three quarters of 
which is derived from revenues (that is, taxation), generated in the countryside, is spent 
in the capjtal of Port-au-Prince. Of that expenditure, over 90 percent in most government 
ministries is spent on salaries. This, also, is not unnoticed by those seeking change. 

These data suggest not only a country characterized by a small, rich, mostly 
urban-based elite juxtaposed with a vast, poor, mostly rural population, but also one 
where the amenities and social services of the city, also outlined above, are bound to 
attract the attention and physical presence of the vast majority of citizens who pay for 
them but who are deprived of them. Tndeed this has been the casein Haiti. The country's 
cities, particularly Port-au-Prince have been experiencing significant growth from off
the-land migrants in recent years. (Centre d'Etudes de GeograpbieTropicale, 1985). 
Estimates of the primate city's population now range from one to one and a half million. 
Notably, however, fulfillment of the city's promise has largely eluded its newly arrived 
poor. (Groupe de Technologie Intermediare d'Haiti, 1993). 

Concurrent with this trend of urban migration, civil society organizations over the 
past decade have sought not only to mobilize the resources of their members and from 
international development sources for their programmes, but to ensure that these resour
ces are not plundered by the predatory state, and so accumulate in the pockets of what 
one author bas called the 'urban parasites', composed largely of the commercial elite and 
government functionaries (Trouillot, 1990). Also, these organizations insist that state 
resources be derived equitably from the population and spent equitably on the population. 

As they have mobi lized resources for their use, civil society organizations have 
initiated grassroots development programmes in production, marketing, product trans-
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formation, credit, education, and training. As they have solidified their structures, 
mobilized groups have sought to make the state and ils agents accountable to their needs, 
largely through peaceful protest and the ballot box. According to estimates of several 
Haitian social scientists, gathered by the author during field research in November, 1994, 
membership in Haitian grassroots civil society organizations ranges from a low of one 
million to more than two million people, nationwide. 

Given the juxtaposition of the two aforementioned countervailing political and 
socio-economic forces in Haiti, it is not coincidental that the greater the progress of civil 
society organizations toward results in their three priority areas of concern, the greater 
has been the backlash against them from the segment of society that perceives itself 
threatened by change of the political, social, and economic status quo. The most recent 
coup d' eta/ was just that: a whipping backlash of brutality against the forces of change. 

In many respects, that coup can be viewed as only the latest episode in an 
unfortunately enduring saga in Haiti of a modified version oftheGreekmyth of Sisyphus: 
the man condemned to neverendingly push a stone up a hill with no crest. In the Haitian 
variant of the myth, however, the hill has a crest. Each time Sisyphus (represented by 
Haiti's mobilized civil society organizations) gets close to the top, however, the forces 
of gravity (represented by the military and its allies intent on enforcing the status quo) 
use their power to push Sisyphus ancl his stone back down the hill. While the 1991 coup 
d 'etaT was certainly not the flfst time this scenario has been played out, because Sisyphus 
had come closer than ever before to the hills' top, the push that came with that coup was 
harder, sending him in his precipitous, downward spiral. 

For years before the most recent push, the myriad community-based organizations 
(in both rural and urban milieux) which represent Haiti's Sisyphus found themselves 
repeatedly pushed backward by forces of state authority threatened by their movement 
up the hill. Consistently, the gravitational forces against change have sprung into action 
when they perceive their interests, power, and privilege threatened by those over whom 
they exercise control. Their fear of change is deep. They have exercised power to thwart 
change when threatened by what may appear, at least to those on the outside of the 
scenario, as even the most benign, rational initiatives of change. Significantly, those 
initiatives, such as immensely popular small farmer grain storage and marketing 
programmes for seed, food, and improved revenue through greater control heyond the 
farm gate, are usually crucial to programmes and processes of sustainable developmenL 
(Maguire, eta!., 1992). 

The current restoration of democratically-elected government and, juxtaposed, the 
apparer1t demise of Haiti's military, does not necessarily signify an end to the Sisyphus 
scenario in Haiti. The alliance among the country's constellation of small, but powerful 
social, economic and political forces that thwarted Haiti's civil society organizations in 
1991 has existed since the country's independence in 1804 (Trouillot, 1990). As such, it 
has been tenacious and resilient. Certainly, it may find a way to re-emerge again and 
thwart the reforms required for even such seemingly benign initiatives for sustainable 
development as small farmer grain storage and marketing programmes. 

Community conflict and obstacles to sustainable development 

Fundamental to conflict at the community level between groups of 'have nots' and the 
power-wielding 'haves· has been struggles linked to access to and control over productive 
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resources. Particularly since Haiti is a society composed predominantly of small-scale 
farmers and their families, that struggle bas often been over land and the capital required 
for agricultural production, and the storage, processing, and marketing of crops. At the 
crux of the conflict has often been the issue of credit. 

Those few Haitians who have access to credit at fair rates from established financial 
institutions tend to be city dwellers of more than modest economic means. As a rule, 
credit is available to small-scale producers only through money lenders who are linked 
to such components of the status quo power structure as military officials and grain 
merchants. Their loans are made to the poor at an average of interest rate of 20 percent 
per month on the unpaid balance, that is, 240 percent annually. Credit at these terms is 
not designed to promote sustainable development. Rather it reinforces the complete 
opposite: debt dependency, unending impoverishment. and desperation, sometimes 
leading to abuse of the environment as small farmers search out relatively fertile lands 
on which to plant a crop. 

Case studies of debt dependency in Haiti and the violent backlash directed toward 
grassroots initiatives to counteract it have appeared elsewhere (Lundahl, 1992; Maguire, 
1990; Maguire et al., 1992; Weisbrot et al., 1994). A brief illustration of one vignette, 
described below, underscores obstacles to sustainable development work at the com
munity level and sheds light on the nature of the forces behind the 1991 coup d 'etat and 
which remain a threat to Haiti today. 

Several years ago, a credit programme was capitalized through a grant by a United 
States government development foundation to provide small loans of up to US$150 for 
agricultural production to small farmer members of the grassroots association that 
managed the fund. As the programme became operational, it also became severely 
criticized by a local military officer. In short order, in conjunction with other local 
money-lenders and grain merchants, be sought to destablize, and hence destroy, it. To do 
so, the officer ordered his soldiers and the irregular paramilitary thugs affiliated with 
them to spread this message: the money of this programme was from 'communist' 
sources. Since the Army's self-proclaimed mission was to fight 'communists' the 
implications were clear. Many of the programme's borrowers, highly vulnerable to the 
retributions of the military and its allies, pledged that they would not repay the loans. The 
fund would, therefore, be decapitalized, and for subsequentloans the farmers would have 
to return to more traditional sources of credit, that is, the usurers. 

When eventually approached by an apparently neutral person (a Haitian employee 
of an international organization) and asked what he had against a programme that offered 
such small loans to farmers, the military official is reported to have replied, 'Listen, I 
have kids in private schools in Port-au-Prince. I can't afford their tuition on my soldier's 
salary, so I make loans to those farmers. That credit programme was threatening me. It 
bad to stop'. When asked if the small farmers could not improve their economic status 
through such programmes so they could send their kids to school. the reply was, 'Look, 
my kids go to school before their kids go to schoof' (Maguire, 1990). 

This scenario occurred in 1988. Following it, in large part due to alternating 
victories by the countervailing forces in the up and down struggle for democratic change 
that occurred in Haiti in the late 1980s, the programme managed to survive this onslaught 
and actually thrived in the early 1990s. Two days following the 1991 coup, however, 
military forces attacked the credit programme' s office and destroyed it. They broke into 
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the organization's safe, stealing the reportedly close to US$50,000 of member's savings 
and loan funds it contained. (America's Watch et al., 1993) Several months following 
the restoration of the Aristide government, the extent to which this programme can regain 
lost ground without massive external aid is not yet clear. 

Conclusion: tides and boats; aspirations and stones; or first steps 
toward sustainability? 

The vignette described above points out two important elements of the obstacles of 
community conflict that thwart initiatives toward sustainable development in Haiti. First, 
those with power simply do not recognize the legitimate aspirations of those without it 
to improve their conditions. Second, even ifthegwo neg (big shots) grudgingly acknow
ledge the aspirations of the poor, they harbour deep-seated fear about them. At the root 
of this perception or fear appears to be the time honoured practice of maximum economic 
extraction without reinvestment, intractably upheld by the traditional, urban-based 
merchant elites (Mintz, 1995). The nation's economic power brokers continue to appear 
convinced that any improvement of the social and economic status of the poor has to 
come at their expense. 

A contemporary master of American political metaphor, Jesse Jackson, is reported 
to have once stated that a fundamental challenge facing those working for change is to 
get those holding power to realize that 'when the tide goes up, all boats, large and small, 
rise also'. In other words, sustainable development (particularly as it applies to improved 
economic status) benefits everyone. Poor people with disposable incomes will use that 
money to make purchases from established merchants. Governments, that are account
able to their citizens and invest in them and the places they live, will benefit the majority 
of citizens, and will stand a good chance to stay in power, through the ballot box. 
Investment in the human infrastructure through education and training results in a more 
salubrious environment, for all. 

This simple message must be reinforced in Haiti. If it can be understood, and 
embraced, by at least some of the country's money lenders, grain merchants, urban 
parasites and others fighting to maintain an economic, political and social status quo that 
harms the vast majority of the population, the gravitational forces against Haiti 's 
struggli ng Sisyphus will lessen. The expected, positive results will accrue. 

Since Independence, Haitian elites have not functioned in isolation in working to 
preserve the status quo. (Plummer, 1992; Trouillot, 1990) Particularly since the end of 
World War II, they have been assisted (whether inadvertently or not) by external forces 
seeking to promote economic development (Bernadin, 1991 ; Mathurin et al., 1989). 
Much like their Haitian cohorts, the international players, too, will have to seek new ways 
of understanding, and responding to, the environment for democratic change and sus
tainable development. 

This requirement was underscored recently during a meeting of representatives 
from nine USA NGOs recruited by the United States Agency for International Develop
ment (USAID) to implement programmes in Haiti aimed at supporting democratic 
institution-building. Fundamental to their mandate was a close working relationship with 
representatives of established political and economic institutions that were among those 
with track records of thwarting democratic institution-building and broad-based sus
tainable development in Haiti. 
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A challenge issued to the group called on it to fulfill the mandate given it not by 
helping to reinforce the power of these groups and individuals, or by helping them have 
greater access to and control over resources- as unfortunately has often been the result 
of foreign aid initiatives - but rather to helping them to learn to understand and appreciate 
the legitimate aspirations of the poor. In short, it was agreed, Haiti's poor have been 
emancipated; its rich have not. The mission should be to help to free the rich from the 
fears and beliefs that continue to enslave them. 

In the framework of the Sisyphus metaphor, this would translate into trying to help 
lessen the gravitational forces against those struggling for political, economic, social, and 
environmental reforms. In respon$e to this thought one organizational representative 
expressed concerns that echoed those of Haiti's elites and their allies. By helping 
Sisyphus reach the top of the hill, he wondered, are there not larger problems created? 
After all, once the threatening plebeian reaches the top of the hill, is he not going to pick 
up his stone and throw it at someone? 

A major and fundamental challenge confronting successful sustainable develop
ment in Haiti today is this pervasive attitude of fear and distrust, and the misunderstand
ings it reinforces. Rather than fearing the Sisyphus of Haiti's organized grassroots civil 
society organizations, those seeking to support development in Haiti must understand 
them, support them, and ask 'What will Sisyphus build with his stone once he is finally 
able to reach the top of the hill?' Until the conundrum of fear, and of conflicting and 
uneven relationships among those who share Haitian land space can be overcome, linking 
the words 'sustainable development' and 'Haiti' will continue to be an oxymoron. 

Notes 

1. These statistics have been taken from a variety of World Bank, Inter-American 
Development Bank, and USAID reports. Because statistical data on Haiti is notoriously 
suspect, they should be considered as providing a general, rather than exact, picture. 
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